
What’s new?

Subject: National customs

Function: Reporting the conversation of others; paraphrasing

Grammar: Reported speech

      Before you open the book … 
ELT materials written in the UK tend to address matters such as hunting (if they deal with them at all) from
the rather liberal-minded anti-hunting point of view. This attitude probably doesn’t represent the general views
of the wider world, so we have tried in this Unit to be more even-handed about the whole idea of shooting
animals. We have tried to recognise that, as The BIG question suggests, hunting can be a deeply-rooted
tradition in many parts of the non-urban world. And of course, a lot of animals are killed for food, not just
for sport.

The structure focus is reported speech, something which students really have to use confidently if they
intend to do any examinations in English, as it is almost certain that they will encounter a reported speech
exercise. Having said that, the reality is that young native English speakers don’t use reported speech much,
certainly not in spoken English. And yet the very nature of gossipy light conversation is the reporting of what
other people said. So how do young native English speakers report what people said without using reported
speech? Usually in one of the following informal ways:

1 By simply using say or said followed by the words that were said:

• He says / said: ‘What are you doing tonight?’ so I say / said: ‘Nothing. Why do you want to know?’ And
he says / said: ‘I was just asking!’

2 By using the verb go (present tense or past):

• He goes / went: ‘What are you doing tonight?’ so I go / went: ‘Nothing. Why do you want to know?’
And he goes / went: ‘I was just asking!’

3 Using be + like (more common in US English):

• He’s / He was like: ‘What are you doing tonight?’ so I’m / I was like: ‘Nothing. Why do you want to
know?’ And he’s / he was like: ‘I was just asking!’

4 A combination of go and be + like, or go / went + like (used by British teenagers):

• He goes / went like: ‘What are you doing tonight?’ so I go / went like: ‘Nothing. Why do you want to
know?’ And he goes / went like: ‘I was just asking!’

5 You can often hear a combination of all the above:

• He says: ‘What are you doing tonight?’ so I’m like: ‘Nothing. Why do you want to know?’ And he went:
‘I was just asking!’

In an examination, students would be expected to put sentences like these into ‘real’ reported speech – like
this:

1 What are you doing tonight?

• He asked her what she was doing that night. (tonight might be allowed)

2 Nothing. Why do you want to know?

• She replied that she was doing nothing and asked him why he wanted to know.

3 I was just asking!

• He replied that he was just asking.

Call of the wild Teacher’s Guide See pages 58-61 SB, 30-31 WBUnit 13Unit 13
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Rich tourists take hunting trips to kill lions in Tanzania, elephants in Botswana and bears
in Russia.

FACT:

Picture notes / Internet reference

There are three photos on this first spread. The

photo of the lion shows a ‘canned’ hunt, as it is

known in South Africa. Hunters pay up to

£20,000 to shoot a lion which has been caught

in the wild (or sometimes bred specially) and

then confined in an enclosure so that it can be

shot more easily. For more information go to

these websites:

http://www.enkosini.com/CannedHunting.htm

http://www.enkosini.com/1997.05.02%20-

%20Hunting%20Fenced%20Lions%20For%20Fun.

htm

The photo of the boat shows First Nation Inuit

traditional hunters in the Canadian arctic, with

seals in their boat. The photograph was taken

by Robert Semeniuk. To see more of his work go

to this website:

http://www.robertsemeniuk.com/

The photo on page 59 shows a man with a

brown bear that he has killed. There is more

information on bear hunts in the Background

information box below.

The photos on page 58 are dealt with in

question 2A. 

As we said earlier, the usual liberal urban attitude
to hunting is not always shared by people who live
in rural areas. Urban dwellers may also have reasons
to support hunting, perhaps because they have
family members who live in rural areas. In fact,
students may already have their own quite strong
opinions about this and you may find that they
want to talk about it now.

However, the information in the FACT box
may be more disturbing. There is evidence that
hunting trips are still being organised to Africa,
where hunters are given the chance to shoot
endangered or protected species, such as lions and
elephants. International animal protection
organisations seem unable to do anything about
this. Meanwhile, in Russia and other countries,
where bears are not yet well protected by law,
hunting trips continue to be organised.

2 PREVIEW

Words

A Students answer questions about the photos.

QSE Intermediate See pages 58-61 SB, 30-31 WB
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Do your students already know the ‘basics’ of reported speech? Whether they do or not, why not use this
introduction as a way of teaching or reminding them of how people speak in ‘real life’ and at the same time
make them aware of examination requirements? You may chose to photocopy the examples and use them as a
reading text before you start.

This is a fun activity, and will help students to realise that there are divisions between the world of ‘real’
English and the specialised forms that they have to learn for examinations. However, you should emphasise to
them that the normal reported speech forms are good written English style, and should always be used in any
writing task.

2 PREVIEW Words A                    Answers
1 The first picture is a lioness. The hunter
appears to have killed it for sport. In South Africa
there has been a scandal surrounding what is called
‘Canned hunting’, in which wild animals are kept
in an enclosure, so they can be shot by paying
‘hunters’. There are moves to make this practice
illegal. In the second photo, Inuit people of
northern Canada have been hunting for seals. This
traditional form of hunting is allowed, as it is for
food and skins, which are used for clothing. There
is much controversy, however, about culling baby
seals on the ice in Canada. For more information
go to this website:
http://www.newbuilder.co.uk/reports/sealcull.asp

2 From this list, you can say that these animals
are killed for sport: bears, deer, seals, foxes,
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B Students now consider why these animals are
hunted. There are a series of options – because they
are dangerous / for sport etc – and students may have
some knowledge about this. Encourage those who
have specialist knowledge to say what they know.
Here is some Background information about
brown bears that might be useful. Students can find
out more about other species by Googling the
name of the species + endangered.

Background information

The North American brown bear (or grizzly bear,

as it is known) used to live across the whole of

North America, from the Arctic Ocean to

central Mexico. Now its numbers are restricted,

and it mainly lives in mountainous areas of

national parks.

Brown bears have no natural enemies in the

wild, except humans. A single brown bear needs

up to 1,300 square kilometres of space in which

to forage and live. But expanding human

settlements are taking away the bear’s habitat

and threatening their ability to survive. 

The decline of the grizzly began with the

arrival of European settlers in America. In less

than a hundred years from that time, numbers

dropped from 100,000 to 10,000. By 1975,

human expansion had eliminated 99 per cent of

the bear’s natural habitat and the grizzly was

an endangered animal. It is now against the law

in the United States to hunt brown bears.

The most widespread of the bear species,

the brown bear also lives in the plains and

mountains of Asia and Europe, where they are

also in danger. There are estimated to be about

100,000 brown bears in the Russian Federation,

over 50 per cent of the bear population

worldwide. There are less than 100 animals in

Italy and Greece. In Lebanon and Pakistan, the

brown bear is believed to be extinct.

Unit 13Unit 13
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You can find out more about other

endangered species on the US National Wildlife

Federation website: www.nwf.org/wildlife

C This is the chance for students to discuss
hunting in their own country. Discussions like this
are usually easier if you are teaching a multilingual
class, with students from different countries. If
students are all from the same place, get them to
say what they know about hunting practices in
other countries. Opinions may be divided, you may
have some quite heated exchanges. We would
encourage this! It is interesting for students if they
are allowed and able to express their feelings about
such a sensitive and controversial subject.

Language

The examples of the target structure are, as usual,
taken from the reading text on the next page and
illustrate various uses of the written forms of
reported speech. Your class may already be familiar
with the basic forms, but it would be useful to
write these examples on the board and point out
certain recurring features and rules. By using the
examples from the book on the board, you can do
all the inductive questions A-C at the same time.

• You told me it would be interesting and you were
right!
What was actually said? ‘It will be interesting.’
– will becomes would in reported speech

• They said that all the guides spoke English.
What was actually said? ‘All the guides speak
English.’
– speak becomes spoke in reported speech

• I told the guide that they should change the
information in the brochure.
What was actually said? ‘They should change the
information in the brochure.’
– in some cases, should doesn’t change

• The guide told him to stop.
What was actually said? ‘Stop!’
– when it’s an order, you use tell + infinitive

• The guide told Curly that he had put all our lives
in danger.
What was actually said? ‘You put (possibly you
have put) all our lives in danger.’

elephants and ducks; in some places, bears, deer
and ducks are also killed for food. Wolves and
foxes are killed because they pose a threat, and in
Britain, foxes used to be killed for sport. The
practice is now illegal but it still continues in some
places. In some regions of the USA, wolves are
considered an endangered species and cannot be
hunted.
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— December, while for fowl spring is better. 

A very popular region for hunting in Russia

is the Republic of Sakha in Yakutia which has

the largest hunting grounds in Russia. There is

an area of 308 million hectares where various

forms of hunting are permitted. With the

brown bear population being so large and

stable you can be 100% sure of a trophy in this

region.’

In fact, the brown bear population is not

‘large and stable’ and these hunting expeditions

are contributing to the disappearance of the

species in several parts of the Russian

Federation.

3A Before reading the whole of the advertisement,
students are asked to match the words in bold
in the text with three definitions.

3B Students have to read the two texts quickly and
decide what kind of writing they are. There are
three possible sources. The first option is quite
clearly not a real option. There is no way that
either the advertisement or the email would
find their way into an environmental magazine!

3C This activity requires students to explain three
short extracts from Text 1.

D This is a reference activity – which means that
we want students to understand what pronouns like
it and incomplete phrases like told him to stop
actually refer to. Students should find the example
in the text and then work out the reference from
the context.

– when you use tell, you have to say who it is was
spoken to.

If you want students to do more structure practice
work before they proceed, they can do the structure
exercises in the Workbook section (page 30 WB)
at this point.

Ideas

The sentences in this section are also from the
reading text. Taken out of context, they really seem
astonishing. At this point, the class may look across
at page 59 and realise that the text is actually an
advertisement for a hunting tour in Kamchatka. 

3 READING CD 2 (Red) track 14, Page 59 SB

There are in fact two reading texts. Text 1 is the
advertisement for the hunting tour holiday, and Text
2 is an email from someone who has been on the
holiday, writing to a friend. It would seem from the
first line of the email that the friend told the man
about it and possibly had been on the tour himself.

Background information

There are several websites devoted to

information about bear hunting in Russia (and

elsewhere) — search by entering ‘bear hunting’

into Google. They all describe the country as

paradise for hunters. Here is some typical text

from a hunting trip website:

‘Animals you can expect to see while hunting in

one of the many lush forests of the former

Soviet Union, are: wild boars, moose, red deer,

wolves, brown bears, lynx, foxes, wild ducks

and geese. You should keep in mind though that

the species you can hunt differ according to

seasons. The best season for game is September

Unit 13Unit 13
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Key words / expressions: Texts 1 and 2

Scenery words: • glaciers  • hot springs   

• volcanoes  • untamed  • spectacular

Words to do with guns / hunting: 

• to shoot (an animal)  • to fire (a gun)

•  to wound = injure  • to miss = not hit

• to stalk    • powerful  •  to spot = see

Other words:  • exotic • guarantee    

• inspiring   • lifetime    • to roam 

• brochure    • exhausting    • puzzled

•  to miss out = not see or do something

3 READING A / C Answers
A 1 hot springs 2 glacier        3 volcano
C 1 Untamed is a word that should really be used
about animals, but it is often used in articles about
wild landscapes, particularly in holiday advertising
like this, to give the impression that you are far
from civilisation.
2 Up to 600 kilos means that 600 kilos is the
maximum weight of one of these brown bears.
3 Spotted means seen. When you stalk an animal,
you follow it with a view to killing it.
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remote parts of the Russian Federation (and ex-

Soviet countries) left over military vehicles have

been turned into civilian public transport.

Imagine how you decide who the winner is in

the fish-cleaning competition shown in the

right-hand picture!

The Audio text is on page 69-70 of the

Workbook. The listening text is a lecture at the

Geographical Society given by someone called

Robert Philpotts. Mr Philpotts illustrates his

lecture with the three pictures that are on this

page.

In terms of vocabulary, this is one of the more
challenging listening texts in the book, and we
really recommend that you pre-teach some of the
words and expressions in the box above. There are a
lot of words to do with food here. It would help if
you could illustrate them before the class listens to
the tape. Google Images is a very good source of
photographs for this kind of thing. If you have the
technology to show the images in class, you could
find salmon, salmon roe, red caviar, salami,
cucumber, and maybe even images for salt and boil.
If not, you can try to draw them. Or even better,
ask one of the students to draw them for you!
5A The pre-listening task tells students what they

are going to hear – an illustrated lecture about
life on the Kamchatka Peninsula – and asks
them to predict which topics they expect to be
covered. As revision, you could ask students to
say what they remember about Kamchatka
from the reading text on the previous page –
without turning back to see! Congratulate any

4 TALK ABOUT IT

This is a role-play activity, and can be done by
small groups. Two students in each group act as
reporters and the rest play the parts of hunters.
Basically, the reporters have to collect information
from all the hunters and report it to the rest of the
class.

Obviously we hope they will report what they
find out using reported speech! But as we often say
at this point, the success of the activity is not solely
dependent on this.

However, if they do use reported speech, and
make lots of mistakes, this is an opportunity for
you to capitalise on these mistakes and make
corrections – but not during the reporting. Using
reported speech in the hothouse conditions of a
classroom can be a problem. If a student called
Daniel says: ‘It’s my dream to hunt bears.’ It might
be reported like this: ‘Daniel says that it’s his dream
to hunt bears.’ Or perhaps like this: ‘Daniel said that
it’s his dream to hunt bears.’

There is nothing wrong with either of these
sentences. But once again, it’s best to remind
students of what they will need to do in an
examination. Therefore, if someone says: ‘It’s my
dream to hunt bears,’ the exam-acceptable way of
reporting this is to say: ‘Daniel said that it was his
dream to hunt bears.’ The best way to learn reported
speech for an examination is to keep doing more
and more exercises!

5 LISTEN IN CD 1 (Blue) track 13, Page 60 SB

Picture notes

There are three rather unusual photographs on

this page. They are all from Kamchatka, the

peninsula in Eastern Russia which is the venue

for the hunting tour in the reading text on the

previous page. You can see the volcanoes in the

background of the village picture. You can draw

students’ attention to the tourist bus. In many

Unit 13Unit 13
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3 READING D Answers 
1 The hunt was interesting.
2 The trip was neither short nor comfortable.
3 Stop shooting at the bear.
4 Go on a bear hunt again.

Key words / expressions

Food words: • cucumber   • food combinations

•  boil    • soak     • red caviar    • salami 

• salmon    • salmon roe    • salted    • barrel

Geographical words:  • peninsula    

• wilderness    • population density    

• gold    • nickel    • copper    

• deposits (of minerals etc)

• to mine = exploit underground minerals etc

Other words: • illustrated lecture    

• non-existent    • target    

• time-consuming task    

• wrestling match
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student who remembers that there are
volcanoes, glaciers and hot springs. In fact, all
the items which are listed are mentioned in the
illustrated lecture.

5B Because the vocabulary in this listening text is
so varied and unusual, we have made the
activities very vocabulary-oriented. Exercise 5B
is in the style of the Cambridge ESOL 2008+
Paper 4 Listening Part 2. Students complete the
sentences with information heard in the
recording focusing on detail, specific
information, and stated opinion. Ask students
to read the ten incomplete extracts before they
listen. This will give them an idea of what
specific information they have to listen for and
show them a lot of the words that will be used.
As they read the extracts, ask them to imagine
what KIND of word or words are missing. For
example, the first one reads: Kamchatka has a
population density of less than one…. What kind
of word will complete this sentence? Could you
complete the sentence with the word hunting,
for example? No. The sentence describes a
statistic, and probably needs a noun to
complete it. They listen again and find the
answers.

5C In this second listening activity, students can
imagine that they are asking questions at the
lecture. Now that they have heard the lecture
once already, ask them to work in pairs to try to
complete as much of the information as
possible before they listen again.

We would like to thank conservationist Emma
Wilson for her advice on this set of listening
activities. Emma is co-editor of a book called The
Russian Far East: forests, biodiversity hotspots and
industrial developments, published by Friends of the
Earth Japan. Emma has worked extensively in
Kamchatka and was able to verify the information
about the region that we found from various
sources.

6 CONTROVERSY See Role cards Page 64 WB

Read the notes about this section in the
Introduction. This activity is a debate. You can
remind yourself of our recommendations about
how to conduct a debate by reading the
Controversy notes for Unit 6 in this Teacher’s
Guide.

This is a debate about hunting. In this case,
there are three role cards, each proposing a different
opinion on the subject. We recommend that you
divide the class into three groups, and each group
discusses how to speak in favour of one of the three
opinions. Then you ask for a volunteer from each
group to speak. As an extra team exercise, you can
suggest to each group that they make notes and ask
difficult questions to the speakers from the other
groups. 

7 PORTFOLIO WRITING

The writing task is to describe an old national
custom, a festival for example. Because the structure

Unit 13Unit 13
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5 LISTEN IN B Answers
1 person
2 mine
3 comfortable
4 survive
5 autumn
6 task
7 water
8 sell
9 important
10 variety

5 LISTEN IN C Answers
1 Q: What percentage of the population lives in

Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky?
A: About 90 per cent.

2 Q: What mineral deposits are there?
A: Gold, copper and nickel.

3 Q: How long must bear meat be soaked?
A: For 24-36 hours (in fresh water).

4 Q: What happens on Fish Day?
A: There are fish-cleaning competitions,
wrestling matches and horse races.

5 Q: What do they have for breakfast?
A: Bread, pink salmon roe, tomatoes and
cucumbers.
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focus of this Unit is reported speech, we have
suggested that the students should write as if
reporting the words of an older person, who knows
about the history and / or origins of the festival.

On the other hand, you may want to make this
a homework activity, and ask the students to
genuinely ask an older person to give them details.
It will help if you choose a local festival and ask the
whole class to write about the same thing. There
are details in the Student’s Book of the kind of
information they should include in the text.

The writing model below refers to a festival in a
city in Lancashire called Preston. Every 20 years,
they have a special celebration called ‘The Preston
Guild’.

Writing model — a traditional festival

8 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW in English Page 61 SB

Guns have been central to the topics of this Unit so
far, so we chose Constitutional Law as the featured
cross-curricular topic because we wanted students
to think and talk about the wider use and
availability of guns, and the fact that ‘the right to
bear arms’ is a constitutional right in the USA. 

Picture notes / Background information

The photo shows CCTV image of the terrible

events of 20th April 1999 at Columbine High

School in the State of Colorado, USA. The two

teenage Columbine students, Eric Harris and

Dylan Klebold, killed 12 fellow students and a

teacher, and wounded 24 others. They then

committed suicide. It was the worst school

shooting in US history. The massacre led to

more debate about US gun control laws and the

availability of firearms. This was also the

subject of the opening sequences of the film

Bowling for Columbine by Michael Moore, the

campaigning American comedian and journalist.

See

http://www.bowlingforcolumbine.com/media/cl

ips/index.php

There are some archaic words in this reading text,
which you only need to explain and then move on.
There is no need to try to activate them. 
• ordain – in this formal sense, it means to order
that something should be done. Nowadays, the word
is used when someone is made a priest.
• infringe – here it means take away someone’s right.

Apart from these words, students need to be
clear about what a constitution is (the basis of
government and law) and what an amendment is (a

Unit 13Unit 13
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Name and time: 

Preston Guild; every 20 years!

History: 

In 1179, the city of Preston was given the right

to hold a Merchant Guild, a kind of festival for

merchants, every 20 years. There were breaks

in the tradition, but since 1902, it has been

held every 20 years (except in 1942 when there

was a war). The next one will be in 2012.

Who told you: 

My grandfather told me about the Guild. He

was born in 1935 and he remembers that

everyone was very unhappy because the Guild

festival was cancelled in 1942. Of course, he

didn’t know what it was that had been

cancelled! But he told me that the Guild

celebration of 1952 was the best ever. He said

there was a party in every street in Preston!

What happens: 

There are concerts, exhibitions and street

parties. At the exhibitions, you can see

wonderful souvenirs from previous Guilds, for

example, commemorative cups and saucers

from 1902!!! There are also a series of

processions through the streets of the city.

Grandfather said that he had been in the

procession in 1952, when he was 17 years old.

He told me that he had met my grandmother

there! My grandmother told me that this was

nonsense, and that she had met my grandfather

at school. I don’t know who to believe!

Key words / expressions

Archaic and legal words: • amendment    

• blessings    • constitution       • infringe    

• insure    • ordain   • to provide for    

• tranquillity    • welfare    

• well-regulated militia   

• posterity = people who come after us

Other words: • defence    

• to defend (the rights of)    

• justice    • liberty    • right (noun)    

• domestic = not foreign
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change in a constitution). There is some more
detailed Background information below which
you might find useful.

Background information

The US Constitution is the official document

that is the basis of government and law in the

United States. It was written in 1787 and

ratified in 1789. Many amendments have been

added since then. The first ten amendments are

referred to as the Bill of Rights. The

Constitution grants certain specified rights,

often called constitutional rights, to the

American people. It also places limits on the

powers and activities of US federal and state

governments.

After the American War of Independence

(1775-1783), the thirteen states that formed

the original USA (becoming independent from

Britain) needed to arrange a federal

government.

At the time, the only federal law they had

was based on something called ‘The Articles of

Confederation of the United Colonies of New

England’ which had been established more than

a hundred years before, in 1643.

In May 1787, representatives from twelve of

the original thirteen states met in Philadelphia

to discuss changes to the Articles of

Confederation. In fact, the meeting went much

further than that and they decided to propose a

completely rewritten Constitution. Despite

opposition from some politicians, who thought

that a constitution would take away some of

the power of the individual states, the new

constitution was completed in September 1787.

The form of government it recommended came

into existence on 4th March 1789.

The authors of the Constitution were aware

that changes would be necessary from time to

time if the Constitution was to endure and cope

with the effects of the anticipated growth of

the nation. They realised that it would be

necessary to occasionally have amendments.

What makes the US Constitution different,

and almost unique, is the fact that amendments

are added to the existing body of the text,

rather than being revisions of the main articles.

There is no provision for removing obsolete or

disputed provisions from the text. This is why

discussions such as changing the second

amendment, the right to bear arms, become so

complicated.

8A The first activity asks students to read the texts
and say what they have learnt about the US
Constitution. They then discuss the
amendment which offers Americans the right to
bear arms. 

8B The second task is to interpret the old-
fashioned Second Amendment to the US
Constitution in more modern terms. It is not
completely clear what it means, but the third
interpretation is the closest.

9 CONVERSATION

Read the notes about this section in the
Introduction. Students work in pairs and discuss
one of the many photos in this Unit. This is a
common examination task. The best way to do it is
to ask both students to choose a different photo,
and make notes about how to describe it. When
Student A has finished describing it, Student B
should ask questions about it. Students shouldn’t
just concentrate the immediate content of the
photo, but should look at the wider implications.

10 Your answer:

Finally, back to The BIG question as usual, with
some secondary questions and some suggested
responses. So far, we have suggested that this
activity should be a whole class or group discussion
activity. If you prefer, you could ask the students to
write their answers for homework. You might like
to add to the discussion a saying that has become
popular in the US: ‘The right to bear arms is as
logical as the right to arm bears.’

Workbook answers Pages 30-31 WB

1 Language: reported speech

1A 1 He said everyone would get an opportunity
to shoot a bear.

2 George said that one tourist had taken only
three days to find and shoot a bear.

3 She said we were allowed to kill two bears
each.

Unit 13Unit 13
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4 The guide said that unfortunately they
couldn’t promise a kill.

5 He said that he refused to go hunting and
(added that) it was cruel.

6 The man said that he believed that the
bears were leaving the area.

7 The hunter said that he had always hunted
there and would continue to do so.

8 They said that when they had returned to
the area the previous year, it had still been
just as wild.

1B 1 I asked the tour operator how much the
trip cost.

2 He asked me if I had ever shot an animal
before.

3 I told Jim that I didn’t believe in hunting.
4 He told me to wait.
5 I asked him what I had to do.

2 Use of English

2A 1 People hunt because of their need for food.
2 Kluchi is typical of Kamchatkan villages /

Kluchi is a typical village of Kamchatka.
3 They depend on salted bear meat for their

winter food. 
4 It is boiled for five hours so that it is safe to

eat.
2B 1j 2e 3i 4h 5d 6b

7g 8a 9f 10c

3 Portfolio writing

Students’ own answers

4 Connections

4A1 (a) customary (b) traditional    
(c) national (d) cultural
(e) celebratory / celebrate
(f) tend to (g) greet
(h) gesture

4A2 (a) national   (b) gestures    
(c) tend to    (d) cultural
(e) traditional    (f) greeting    
(g) customary (h) celebrate

4B 1 The Spanish 2 The French
3 The Turks 4 The Russians
5 The Greeks

Unit 13Unit 13
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